ontrol of cooperating multiple robots has been studied extensively in the past decade [ 11-[ 121. The special feature of multi-arm systems compared to single-arm systems is that closed kinematic loops exist which present a challenge for both motion control C and internal force control. On the other hand, single-arm constrained robots also require motion control and constraint force control. However, control of cooperating multiple robots and control of single-arm constrained robots are still two different areas. The first question is: can we establish a general framework within which both cooperating multiple robots and single-arm constrained robots are unified so that most control approaches developed so far for one area can be directly extended to the other? Most applications employ unilateral constraints which require not only the control of constrained motion but also the control of approach motion, i.e., motion from free space toward contact with the constraints. Mills 1131 studied the stability issue related to the transition phases. Tam, et. al. [ 141, used a switching control law to stabilize the system during transition. However, because of control delay, switching based control laws may result in bouncing phenomena during transition phases. The second question is: can we use a unified no-switching control law to control both constrained motion and approach motion? Dexterous robot hands can perform many delicate operations, such as holding an egg [ 151. Can we use two big heavy-duty industrial robots to do the same thing, that is, is the up-to-date robot force control accuracy high enough to perform very delicate operations?
KUKA36l/KUKAl60, rigidly holding an egg is reported. To the authors' best knowledge, this kind of experiment is reported for the first time.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly describes the framework of general constrained robots. Following that, we give the unified adaptive control law as well as the stability results. The experiment is then demonstrated.
General Constrained Robots
Definition 1 [ 161: General constrained robots are a class of robot in which the number of actuators just equals the dimension of the motion plus the dimension of the general constraint force.
The General Model
Letn denote the number of actuators. Letn, andn denote the dimensions of the free motion and the rigid constraints, respectively, with nn, + nf = n.
(1)
A coordinate frame with dimensionn defined in task space is denoted as U . The generalized velocity expressed in frame U is =[(I where X,,, E RJzJ1' denotes the independent velocity for free motion. The term Xf E R"' denotes the independent velocity for approach motion with unilateral constraints. The term (5 is a selection factor defined as 0 approach motion 1 constrained motion.
.={
The term "constraint" as used in this paper refers to velocity constraints which include both holonomic and nonholonomic constraints.
Based on this definition, the dynamic model of general constrained robots expressed in frame 0 is
, U . X i C . X + G = T-' .Z -F, where qIf E R"' denotes the constraint force associated with the rigid constraints, T E R " represents the control force/torque, and T E R""" is an invertible matrix. 'Tis a mapping matrix. &f and are a block diagonal constant matrix and a block diagonal skewsymmetric matrix, respectively. G = I ' .G E R" is a vector.
The dynamic model (3) is derived by uiing the virtual decomposition approach [17] , which is based on the Newton-Euler principle. Therefore, unlike the conventional Lagrangian model which is generated in the joint space first and then extended to the task space, this model is directly expressed in the task space. This model not only gives the closed form dynamic description as a conventional Lagrangian model does, but it also provides a simple analytic expression of these dynamic matrices by using the dynamics of the rigid bodies and joints which compose each of the robots. Note that the complexity of a Lagrangian model is proportional to n4, but the complexity of this model is only proportional to n. This advantage becomes important for n > 4.
Meanwhile, the proposed model has two additional features. First, it is valid for both open-chain mechanisms and closedchain mechanisms; and second, the block diagonal structure of -M andc provides apossibility for parallel and recursive calculations which simplify adaptive control of highly dimensional robotic systems.
Generally speaking, matrix &f is formed by listing the inertial matrices of all subsystems in diagonal. Then, matrix 'Tis formed row by row, each row corresponds to a velocity mapping from X(the velocity expressed in the general frame U ) to the velocity expressed in a frame fixed to the corresponding subsystem [17] . Matrix T is the force/moment mapping from the force/moment expressed in the general frame U to the force/torques in joint space. Matrix can be formed in a similar way as matrix &f. Finally, vector G is formed by collecting all remaining terms.
W O Cooperating Robot Manipulators
With respect to a particular application of two cooperating robots rigidly holding an egg with two hard points of contact, this subsection shows how to specify the general frame 0, and how to specify matrices &f, c,G, I, and T . The notations are following the definitions in [ 171 sothat the velocity/force variables are expressed in body attached frames.
The two-robot system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each manipulator has 6 joints numbered sequentially from the base toward the end-effector with joint j connecting link j with link j-1, j = 1,..., 6 . 15 auxiliary frames are defined as follows: frame 0 is fixed to the end-effector of the first robot with its z axis aligned with the line connecting the two end-effectors so that the only rigid constraint in the system is the relative motion of the two 
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end-effectors along the z axis of frame 0. Frame C,, i = 1,2, is fixed to the end-effector of the ith manipulator. Frame Ll,, i = 1,2, j = 1, ..., 6, is fixed to link j of the ith manipulator with its z axis aligned with the jth joint. The system has 12 actuators (n=l2) so that the general frame 0 has dimension 12 among which 1 1 are for free motion (6 for the absolute motion of the first end-effector and 5 for the relative motion of the second end-effector with respect to the first endeffector except the relative linear motion along the z axis of Frame 0) and 1 is for the rigid constraint defined above. This results in Xm E RI' and v, ER. The term U , E denotes a force/moment transformation matrix which transforms a force/moment measured and expressed in frame cl to that measured and expressed in frame p. Eq. The 12 links of the two manipulators are rigid bodies govemed by
with L,7 = C,, where M, E R6x6 is constant and CL,, E R6"6 is skew-symmetric [ 171. Meanwhile, the dynamics of the jth joint of the ith arm is written as (7) I,;
where I,; E R is the equivalent rotational inertia. q,, E R is the joint displacement. c,,(t) E R is the frictional force/torque and d, E R denotes a constant uncertainty. As shown below, the definition of d,, results in a bounded integral of the joint velocity error. t,, E R is the control force/torque. Z,, = [0 0 1 0 0 0IT for a prismatic joint and Z,, = [0 0 0 0 0 11' for a revolute joint.
The link velocity L'' X is governed by (8) 
Summarizing (4)- (8) yields where A verification is given in Appendix A. In this subsection, the two-arm case is studied in detail. The extension to a multiple-arm case is straightforward because of the block diagonal structure of and C_. This indicates that systems of cooperating multiple robots can be included into the framework of general constrained robots described by (3) . Note that cooperating multiple robots and single-arm constrained robots can be treated uniformly by using unified control laws, since the only difference between them is related to the dimensions. Hence, most schemes previously developed for single-arm constrained robots can be applied directly to cooperating multiple robots through an extension in their dimensions, and vice versa.
Adaptive Motion/Force Control
Hybrid control can achieve perfect tracking in case of exact knowledge of the geometry. Unfortunately, geometric uncertainty always exists in practical systems. Therefore, when a robot works between different phases, e.g., from free motion to constrained motion or vice versa, switching between different control modes may result in instability due to the inaccurate geometric model of the environment. This is the basic drawback of applying hybrid control to practical robotic systems. In contrast, impedance control possesses robustness against uncertainties without using switching. In this paper, a unified adaptive motion/force control scheme is proposed, which behaves as hybrid control for known geometry and behaves as impedance control for unknown geometry.
The required general velocity X, is chosen as (9) where X,, ER""' denotes the desired vector of X,,. 
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In (9), the term Xfd ER"' is used to prevent the robots from leaving their working ranges. In normal circumstances, Xfd = 0. A,,, E R " -" " " and A,. E Rnfxn' are two small positive-definite diagonal matrices. The terms : , E R"-and rlf E R"' denote the filtered force errors obtained through where C = diag(C,,,,C,J ER""". C , E R n m X n m and C , E R"'x"' are two positive-definite diagonal matrices. q, E R""? is a disturbance force in the free motion space induced by geometric uncertainties or unexpected events. Note that q, = 0 in normal circumstances. qfn denotes the desired vector of q,.
The first term in the right-hand side of (9) is for hybrid motion/force control, while the second term is for the enhancement of robustness against geometric uncertainties and unexpected events. Therefore, (9) combines the advantages of both hybrid control and impedance control. It behaves as hybrid control for known geometry and it behaves as impedance control for unknown geometry, since force error feedback is added to velocity controlled directions and velocity error feedback is added to force controlled directions. Both motion control and force control are unified so as to achieve robust performance. Note that there is no switching in (9) . Consequently, it will prevent the system from bouncing.
The unified adaptive motion/force control is designed as [ 161 where y . $ represents the model-based feedforward compensation. q, is the feedforward desired force. K . ( X r -X) represents the feedback correction. K ER""" is a positive-definite gain matrix. The term P denotes the estimate of P, which contains all constant dynamic parameters. y is the regressor matrix governed by
Control law (12) is basically a model-based velocity control scheme. The first term in the right hand side of (12) contains the model-based compensation, while the second term adds contact force compensation in case of rigid contact. The last term in the right hand side of (12) represents velocity feedback. Based on this velocity feedback control, position/orientation control and force control can be achieved by properly introducing the position/orientation error & and the filtered force error 5f into the required velocity (9) and satisfying (10).
In view of ( 1 3 , the control vector Tin (12) includes X r which in tum is a function of the contact force qf in terms of (9) and (1 1). This implies that direct force feedback is included in the control law (12). Note that any direct force feedback may cause a force algebraic loop during rigid contact. The gain of the force algebraic loop must be less than one to ensure the stability of discrete time implementation.
Substituting (12) into (3) and using (13) yield
d dt irT . & t -[ I . ( X , -2')]-7' . y . ( P -@ )
The left hand side of (14) can be further written as where &f denotes with estimated parameters. The terms Y and Y * do not include contact force q, . In view of (14) and (13, the force algebraic loop becomes evident. In order to make the gain of the force algebraic loop smaller than one, the force control gain and the filter gain must be restricted by Eq. (16) implies that A, .C, could be big for a small robot, but must be small for a big robot.
The block diagonal properties of &t and C make y block diagonal. Based on this, decentralized parameter adaptation is proposed as where P, is the yth parameter of the robot. p, > 0 is the update gain for the yth parameter. The term y, denotes the yth column of y. 7?,-and 7?,+ are the lower and upper bounds of the yth parameter I?,.
Fig. 3. Two industrial robots holdin<? an egg rigidly
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Parameter adaptation (17) can be done with respect to each parameter independently. Each parameter is assigned a pair of lower and upper hounds, P,-and I?,+, which can prevent the parameter estimate from drifting. A big difference between the lower and upper bounds means a big uncertainty in the parameter. For a known parameter, of course, its lower bound i ; exactly equal to its upper bound. It can be found from (17) that d,, results   in a bounded integral of s, = e,,, -e,, , which leads to zero steady error without using explicit integrals. This implies that parameter adaptation plays the role of integral control.
The calculation of (1 2) involves three steps:
1)
Step 1: Calculate _X = 7 . X and &,. = 7 X r . This step is 2)
Step 2: Calculate y . F. This step is based on decentralized 3)
Step 3: Calculate (1 2). This is also a recursive calculation. The stability of the control system is guaranteed through Lyapunov analysis [ 161. The results are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Consider a general constrained robot described by (3), subject to model-based velocity control (12) with required velocity specified by (9) and (1 1 The proof is given in [20] .
In the free motion subspace with dimensionn,!,, asymptotic stability is ensured for both velocity error and position/orientation error. In the constrained motion subspace with dimension n!, asymptotic stability is ensured for both approach motion and constrained motion. In the approach motion, the approach velocity is proportional to the product of A, and qfd; while in the constrained motion, the filtered constraint force error approaches zero. denotes q,d filtered by a filter specified with (1 1 ).
vvv
Experiment
The experiment involves two six-joint industrial robots, KUKA361/KUKA160. The two robots weigh 300 kg and 1,600 kg, respectively, see Fig. 3 for an overview. There is a measure of 0.5 m on the blackboard (see the opening page photo). The two end-effectors are two aluminium plates placed vertically so as to have a two-hard-points contact with the egg. There is no flexibility in the two end-effectors. The lengths of links 2 and 3 of the KUKA361 are 0.48 m and 0.645 m, respectively. The lengths of links 2 and 3 of the KUKA160 are 0.97 m and 1.08 m, respectively. Coulomb friction of the first three joints of the KUKA361 amounts to 40 Nm, 35 Nm, and 15 Nm, respectively. Coulomb frictions of the first three joints of the KUKA160 amount to 50 Nm, 60 Nm, and 20 Nm, respectively. The payload capacity of the two robots is 8 kg for the KUKA361 and 60 kg for the KUKA160, which is much higher than a force between 2 kg and 3 kg needed to have a raw egg broken with two hard points contact. A SCHUNK force sensor F450D45 SN FT3099-3F is mounted on the end-effector of the KUKA361 to measure the contact force.
The feedback gain K: in control law (12) is chosen as
where is a diagonal positive-definite matrix, while T is defined previously. In view of (5) Thus, it follows that yL E R6 l3 = R7' and TJ E R64 = R24 for
In view of (18), ( 1 9), and (20), the control law (12) can be rewritten as Five T800 transputers are used for real-time calculation of (21), (17), and (1 l), see Since there is no flexibility, the experiment is very critical. A bigger contact force will cause the egg to break; while a smaller contact force will cause the egg to fall. The experiment starts by setting qtd = 12N so that the approach velocity is about 6 mm/s.
After contact aroundt = 12, the two cooperating industrial robots move the raw egg to a height of 100 mm with a 50 mm movement in the force controlled direction fromt = 20 s tot = 24 s, and then retum fromt = 25 s tot = 29 s. The experiment is successful, see Figs. 3 and 4, and [20] . The contact force along the two endeffectors is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The dashed line denotes the desired force, while the solid line denotes the actual contact force. There is no force bouncing during contact. The force overshoot at contact is small. The force fluctuations in Fig. 4 result from using heavy-duty manipulators with high joint frictions. When working with rigid contact, the friction forces directly contribute to the force control error. Note that the joint friction force of the KUKA160 reflected to the end-effector is about five times higher than the force needed to have a raw egg broken (around 25-30N).
Conclusion
Based on the framework of general constrained robots, a delicate experiment with control of two heavy-duty industrial robots rigidly holding a raw egg has been reported in this paper. The system possesses smooth transition behavior from free motion to constrained motion when working with unilateral constraints, since a unified no-switching control law is used. This experiment indicates that the robots have the capability to perform very delicate operations with the aid of advanced control algorithms and force feedback. It also reveals potential applications to human-centered robotics.
